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Short stories: Jungfrau Region Tourism  

 

An unexpected journey  

The universe was empty. Everything was frozen, nothing moved. There was nothing. Merely a bright sky with warm 

rays of sunshine above. And water below. “Just let yourself fall,” our little water droplet thought to itself. And so it did. It 

fell down, down, down – until the large and life-giving river, the Aare, caught it safely and swept it onward.  

 

Through gorges and over passes 

With the two Aare glaciers behind it, our water droplet let itself be carried along through the enchanting and still undis-

covered Haslital. Timeless. “What’s that?” it suddenly squeaked in a nervous voice. There was no answer. The rush-

ing river was already squeezing through the narrow gorge. Mighty rock walls that seemed to reach to the sky rose 

above the water droplet. “That, my little friend, is the Aare Gorge,” the river answered. “A mystical experience, isn’t it?”  

In Meiringen, the water droplet bid farewell to the Aare. It was following its own plans. “I want to visit the 72 waterfalls,” 

it said to the river in parting. Then off it went. It floated over the wild and romantic Rosenlaui Valley and the Grosse 

Scheidegg mountain all the way to Grindelwald. The droplet’s breath caught in its throat. What stupendous scenery. 

Simply indescribable.  

 

The glorious path to Rivendell  

It dozed off for a while in the village at the foot of the Eiger. Then it spotted a light shining on the horizon. Its next des-

tination was set. “Way up there I’ll feel like a king,” the droplet said to itself. Arriving on the Männlichen mountain, it 

could barely believe its watery eyes. From one side the Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau mountains grinned down on it like 

a Cheshire cat, and from the other side, the Lauterbrunnen Valley was spread out at the water droplet’s feet with its 

tempting 72 waterfalls. The final touch to the scene was added by the far-off sound of alp horns blowing. “Standing up 

here, on the fresh green grass beside grazing cattle is so incredible that it’s only right for my heart to beat a little fast-

er. You can’t get any more Swiss than this!”  

Our water droplet raced down the longest FIS World Cup downhill run to sun-kissed Wengen, the traditional Lauber-

horn village. Halfway there, it was suddenly distracted by wisps of smoke. It looked over to the other side of the valley 

and was amazed. At its source stood an Alpine cheese dairy, nestled beautifully in the landscape. “Traditional Swiss 

handicrafts are still practised here,” it remarked in amazement. “From here you can hear the crackling wood fire where 

the milk is turned into cheese. How wonderful.” As it shifted its gaze downwards, it discovered another idyllic mountain 

village: Mürren – full of authentic charm and with no vehicles in sight. Fascinated by the view, the water droplet 

stopped paying attention to where it was going. The sound of the river became stronger once again. Something was 

strange. Dangerous. Eerie. The droplet tried not to move, but the pressure kept increasing. It fell – for the second time 

that day. It fell through ten underground waterfalls and into the Trümmelbach Stream. Overwhelmed, it abandoned 

itself to the current. Carried along. Floating. And then the water droplet saw it. Directly in front of the droplet, Staub 
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bach Falls thundered in all its glory down into the depths, surrounded by innumerable spurting streams. The droplet 

had found what it was looking for: Lauterbrunnen, the valley of 72 waterfalls – the true Rivendell.  

 

“The journey is the destination,” thought the water droplet. It truly is. The roller-coaster ride through the Jungfrau Re-

gion had been eye-opening and had created lasting memories. A journey with many destinations and impressions. A 

true wealth of water. “What must this amazing scenery look like covered in snow?” wondered the water droplet. With a 

smile on its face, it was already looking forward to winter.  

 


